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ABSTRACT
The problem of this research is the portray of patriarchy practices in the Disney Mulan
Movie script based on patriarchy theory of Sylvia Walby and Mulan’s struggle under
patriarchy system in the Disney Mulan movie script. This research aims to know
patriarchy practice in the movie of Disney Mulan through the theory of Sylvia Walby
(1989) and woman’s struggle under patriarchy. Mulan’s struggle is the representative of
woman’s identity. This study applies the qualitative descriptive method to analyze the
character who struggle under patriarchy. The source of the data was the Disney Mulan
Movie Script and the data were taken from Mulan’s utterances in the Disney Mulan
movie script. The result of the study are five kinds of patriarchy practices portrayed in
Mulan movie and the way of Mulan struggles by hiding her identity but finally she
struggles to show herself.
Keywords: Mulan, Patriarchy, Struggle, Sylvia Walby
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Study
Patriarchy comes from the word
'Patriarch' which means father's rule. In
a broader sense patriarchy is the
authority and power of father who
dominate the family including wife, sons
and
daughters
(Walby,
1989).
Patriarchal system is increasingly
widespread and embraces by several
tribes. In general, patriarchy known as a
social system in which men dominate
women. It is a social and ideological
construct which considers men as
superior to women. From the concept
of patriarchy, it can be classified that
woman treats as the second sex.
According to Madsen (2000:2) women's
jobs are only on domestic area, getting
married, taking care of a husband,
becoming a mother by taking care of
her children.
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According to Sultana (2011: 2) male
domination not only occurs in the
private sphere, but also in the public
sphere. The public sphere and the
private sphere are considered two
distinct spheres in which people
operate every day. In addition to the
oppression of women in the family or
private sphere, patriarchal women also
have no opportunity to participate in
the public sphere, such as participating
in politics, participating in social
activities, and joining the government.
These roles are attached to a society
that adopts patriarchy. The limitation of
the patriarchal role puts women in
fetters.
According to Walby (1989), patriarchy in
modern life is composed of six
structures: patriarchal relations within
the household, patriarchal relations in
paid work, patriarchal relations in the
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state, male violence, patriarchal
relations in sexuality and patriarchal
relations in cultural institutions. The
feeling of being oppressed and injustice
caused a lot of rejection by women. In
order to express their rejection of the
patriarchal system, women face so
many struggles in their lives under the
patriarchal system.
Patriarchy is interesting to study
because it has many lessons and
knowledge in it. In fact, patriarchy also
prevails until today in some country
even in Indonesia. It is better for all the
readers to know more about patriarchy
through the movie of Disney Mulan.
Mulan is the kind of action movie.
Mulan is the American action drama
film produced by Walt Disney Pictures.
It is a live-action adaptation of Disney's
1998. It is based on the Chinese folklore
story, It is interesting to analyzed
because the movie of Disney Mulan told
about the woman named Mulan who
struggled against the patriarchal system
was believed by the Chinese society. In
the movie showed the differences of
man and woman.
Based on the backgroud above, the
writer formulated the problem of the
study as follows:
1. What are the patriarchal practices
portrayed in Walt Disney Mulan
according to the theory of Sylvia
Walby?

2. How is Mulan’s struggle under
patriarchal system as shown in Walt
Disney Mulan?

2.2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Literature
Ahmed (2017:129) states literature
reflects the various experiences,
thoughts and passions of human beings
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in daily life. These experiences
expresses in various forms and styles of
literary works. The function of literary
work is to communicate the ideas,
thoughts and feelings of the writer.
Literary work divided in two forms. First
is the type of fiction known as prose,
poetry and drama. The second is nonfiction, include biography, essays, and
literary critics.
B. Patriarchy
Patriarchy means an understanding that
recognizes men have a more dominant
role than women. Patriarchy according
to some experts:
1. Patriarchy is a system of social
structures, practices which men is
dominate, oppress and exploit
women (Walby 1989:214)
2. Patriarchy is the system of male
domination
and
female
subordination in economy, society
and culture that has characterized
much of human history to the
present day (Lim, 1997:220)
3. Patriarchy is both a social structure
and an ideology or a belief system
according to which men are
superior. (Bhasin, 2000:21)
Theories of patriarchy by Sylvia Walby
shows two distinct forms of patriarchy,
private and public patriarchy (Walby,
1990:24). Private and public sphere are
considered two distinct spheres in
which people operate every day. In
addition to the oppression of women in
the family or private sphere, patriarchal
women also have no opportunity to
participate in the public sphere.
Sangwha (1999:12), private sphere is
related to familial activities whereas the
public sphere is related to politics.
Patriarchy in familial or private sphere
refers to household. In the household
there are a clear division of labor
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between men and women. In the
household, father is the head of family
who managing all the conditions in the
home, and the mother provides all
services for the children and her
husband. When a daughter has grown
up, father will also find a mate and
marry him to his daughter.
In public sphere, Patriarchal society
admit men more dominant than
women.
Public
sphere
means
everything that related to the social and
political life. According to (Walby,
1990:21) public patriarchy is refers to
public sites such as the employment
and the state. The reason of man more
admit in public spare is based on
comparison between two different
genders that made a man more likeable
than a woman in the society. Men have
stronger and more rational personality
whereas women are weak, fragile and
emotional. The point of view made
woman powerless and unreliable in
public life. Wiranti, (2017:125) said, if
men are regarded as the strong, women
are seen as weak or fragile ones. If men
can go public, women should stay at
home. If men can make rules, women
tend to obey.
Refers to the discrimination that
woman face in private and public
sphere Sylvia Walby (1989) makes the
theory about patriarchal relations.
Walby suggests that patriarchy in
modern life is composed of six
structures:
Patriarchal Relations in the Household
Patriarchal mode of production is the
patriarchal relations in the household.
In this structure men control all
woman’s live and take benefits from
patriarchy. Female workers are taken
over by their husbands in marital and
household relations. Women's jobs can
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range from cooking and cleaning for
husbands and to caring for their
children. As housewives, do this work
for their husbands and under certain
circumstances as daughters for their
fathers. In this production relationship,
the housewife work for her husband
who takes over. He is not rewarded
with money, for this work, only his
maintenance.
Patriarchal relations in paid work
This structure refers to the different
treatment that men and women
experienced in working fields. It is
happened because women are seen as
subordinate and marginal category of
worker. This structure also considered
as the economic level in patriarchy,
where women get low income and it
makes women difficult to get a better
job.
Patriarchal relations in the state
Its impact on gender relations is not the
role of the countries, but due to the
patriarchal nature of the country.
Women are excluded from access to
national resources and power as part of
the patriarchal system. Women
relatively excluded from the state
because of their lack of power in
gendered political power in the state.
Male violence
Male violence is very common in both
the public and private spheres. Men use
violence as a form of power. With
violence, not a few women feel
oppressed and experience mental
disorders that make women afraid to
coexist with men. It is constituted as a
set of various practices including: rape,
wife beating, father child incest,
flashing, sexual harassment in the
workplace and many more. From this
approach women's self-esteem is also
not given a place.
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Patriarchal relations in sexuality
Sexuality is also an important
patriarchal structure. The key device of
patriarchal practice here is primarily
heterosexuality: both its obligatory
nature and its internal structure.
Woman marrying a man is to serve him.
Because it's a sexual double standard in
society that men blame women for not
being able to give men what they want.
Patriarchal culture
This structure has distinguished
between men and women and expected
different kinds of behavior for them.
Man and woman behave think and
aspire differently because they have
been thought to think masculinity, For
example strength, bravery, fearless.
Discourses on feminity and masculinity
are institutionalised in all sites of social
life, not only in those institutions such
as religions, media and education,
which have cultural production as a
central goal.
Human Struggle
Every people cannot be separate from
problems in life. According to (Braun,
Linder and Asimov, 1979) everybody
always has problem in their life. The
problem can be classified based on the
situation, it may simple or difficult. The
problems affect the way human
thinking about life, and they need to do
something to overcome all of their
problems. According to (Marsam, 2000)
the struggle means a fight for survival or
independence of the state. In this
research the struggle refers to a woman
in order to fight for saving her family
and the state, but it is bounded by her
gender. While people try to solve the
problem, every people must adjust in
their struggle whether it will be good or
bad.
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Movie Script
Movie script is a written scenario for a
movie or television program. Scenarios
can be produced in original form or
adaptation from literary work. The
components of movie script consist of
action and dialogue. Actions refer to
what we see and dialogue refers to that
which is spoken by figure.
3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN
In this paper, the writer useQualitative
descriptive method. According to
(Sandelowski,
2000)
qualitative
descriptive is useful for researchers to
analyze and to know who, what, and
where of events. The data of Disney
Mulan analyze in narrative or textual
terms.
The Technique of Data Collection
According to Marshal (2006) Qualitative
approach typically relies on four
methods for gathering information: 1)
Participating in the setting, 2) Observing
directly, 3) interviewing in depth, and 4)
Analyzing documents and material
culture. The procedure to collect the
data: download and watch the movie,
Find out the script and collect the
conversation of the main characters.
4.1 ANALYSIS
1. Patriarchal Relations in Household
Patriarchal relations in household
means man dominate woman and man
control woman by take benefits
materially in household. Man uses his
authority as the head of family. Women
do domestic work because they marry a
man. Women’s job can range from are
cooking, cleaning, taking care and
serves their husband and in the same
situation a wife also apply for children
to their parents. In this research
according to the movie script of Mulan,
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the script contains the patriarchal
relation in household:
Hua Li
: “It's time you talked to her”
Hua Zhou : “Do you know why the
phoenix sits at the
entrance of our shrine? She
is the emissary for our
ancestors”
Mulan : “But I broke her”
Hua Zhou : “Some say the phoenix is
consumed by flame... and
emerges again. I think she
can survive a broken wing.
Your chi is strong, Mulan.
But chi is for warriors... not
daughters. Soon, you'll be a
young woman...and it is
time for you to hide your
gift away. To...To silence its
voice. I say this to protect
you. That is my job. Your
job is to bring honor to the
family. Do you think you
can do that?” (00:04:28 –
00:06:10)
According to Theory of patriarchal
relations in household, a father not only
has a role to makes rule for his wife but
also to his children.
From the data above it can be see how
Hua Zhou talks and control his family.
Mulan as a daughter very restricts
about her father’s rule, even her father
tells Mulan to hide her abilities and
keep following their culture because
women only bring honor to their family
through marriage.
Mulan :”Black Wind and I rode
alongside two rabbits running
side by side. I think one was a
male, one was a female. But you
know, you can't really tell when
they're running that fast. When
I go riding tomorrow, I will try to
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find them again, Maybe they'll
still be there”
Hua Li: “We have excellent news. The
matchmaker has found you an
auspicious match”
Hua Zhou: “Yes, Mulan, it is decided …
Come and sit down. It is what is
best for our family”
Mulan :“Yes, It is best. I will bring
honor to us all” (00:13:53 –
00:14:52)
And from the data above Mulan don’t
have any choice to refuse the marriage,
and she must bring honor to her family
through marriage and accepts the
matchmaking.
Matchmaker : “Quiet, Composed,
Graceful, Elegant,
Poised, Polite, These are the qualities
… we see in a good wife. These
are the qualities...we see in
Mulan. When a wife serves her
husband...she must be silent,
She must be... invisible, She
must be... Is something wrong?”
Hua Mulan
:
“No,
Madam
Matchmaker. Thank you.
Matchmaker : “It's ideal for the
teapot... to remain in the
center of the table”
Hua Mulan
: “Yes, I understand.
But I think the teapot should
remain where it is”
Matchmaker
:
“Move
the
teapot. Girl!” Dishonor to the
Hua family. They have failed to
raise a good daughter”
(00:16:29 – 00:18:46)
The data above shows woman must be
patient in cleaning up at house, the
elegance of a woman is also needs to
take care the house and family in the
future. When a woman fails to qualify
as a woman, the family will get
dishonor. According to the theory of
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Walby, it's refers to the patriarchal
relations in household, where the data
shows about woman qualify when she
becomes a housewife, a woman must
take care of her husband and family
with conditions that she must obey.
Emperor’s Envoy : “Citizens! Citizens,
we are under attack from
Northern Invaders. Our land
is at war. By edict of His
Imperial Majesty, the Son of
Heaven... every family must
contribute one man to fight
One man from every house.
Wáng family, Chin family, Dù
family, Hua family …”
Hua Zhou : “I am Hua Zhou, I served
the Imperial Army
in the last battle against the Northern
Invaders” Emperor’s Envoy
:“Have you no son old
enough to fight?”
Hua Zhou : “I am blessed with two
daughters. I will fight”
Hua Mulan : “No”
Hua Li
: “You will only humiliate
him further” (00:19:15 –
00:20:28)
The data above shows the difference
responsibilities between men and
women. In patriarchal system only man
can take a place outside and anything
about the country and social life. It is
the way for a man to brings honor to
their family. The data above shows a
father of Mulan contribute himself even
though he is not young. Mulan's father
do it because he is the only one man
and in their family, they have no son but
two daughters, Mulan and her younger
sister. In the movie, Mulan has the
ability to join the Imperial Army but the
patriarch.
The data before also shows the
differences between man and woman
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when mulan tries to help her father,
Mulan’s mother named Hua Li don’t let
Mulan to help her father because she
only humiliate her father. From the
data, we can see about man and
woman have their own place and
limitation to maintain each other. This
data also supports Walby's theory that
women are restricts and only stay at
home.
Hua Li : “You're a war hero, You've
already made many great
sacrifices”
Hua Zhou : “Are you suggesting... our
family not comply with the
Imperial edict?”
Hua Mulan: “But how can you fight...”
Hua Zhou: “I am the father, It is my
place to bring honor to our
family on the battlefield. You
are the daughter! Learn your
place”
Hua Li : “We must be strong. This time,
he
will
not
return”
(00:20:53 – 00:21:23)
The decision of Mulan's father as a man
is an obligation. In the patriarchal
system only a men can take part in war
and all outside affairs. From the data
above, Mulan's father says that it is his
responsibility to maintain the honor to
the family. The data above is patriarchal
relation in household where Father’s
decision as the head of family cannot
negotiable.
Patriarchal relations in the paid work
Patriarchal relation in the paid work
refers to an economic system
distinguishes men and women on
salary. Women receive lower salaries
than men because women are seen as
subordinate and marginal workers. But
in this research, does not contain any
patriarchal practice or relationship in
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paid work according to Walt Disney
Mulan.
Patriarchal Relation in the State
Patriarchal relation in the state means
women are excludes from access to
national resources and power. Woman
relativity excluding from the state
because of their lack in power in the
state and also it is too harm for women
to know about politics. In the movie of
Mulan, there are some quotation refers
to patriarchal relation in the state:
Soldier : “If I may, Your Imperial
Majesty”
Chancellor : “You may speak”
Soldier : “Böri Khan fights alongside a
woman. Her chi is beyond
imagining”
Emperor : “There is no place for
witches in this kingdom”
Chancellor : “It is forbidden to use the
power of chi in destructive
ways”
Soldier : “And yet, it is her skill that
leads the Rouran army to
victory. She trained an elite
force of shadow warriors to
assist Böri Khan.
Emperor : “We're not afraid of dark
magic. We'll destroy this
Rouran army and their witch.
Here's my decree. We'll build a
mighty army. Every family will
supply one man. We'll protect
our beloved people ... and crush
these murderers. Deploy the
Imperial Army. The dynasty will
not be threatened”
(00:10:05 – 00:11:26)
The data above is the conversation of a
woman named Xian Lang. Xian Lang also
a woman and she has a power of chi,
her power makes her exile from the
country. Xian Lang changes herself as a
soldier to meet the Chinese emperor
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with her evil plan with Bori Khan. The
rejection makes her hate the country
and she has a desire to overthrow the
kingdom. The state has the greatest
power among all institutions in a
country.
State
regulations
are
regulations that must be obey for all the
citizens.
From the data above, Chinese emperor
rejects the women who participate the
government institutions, and also every
woman who have power of chi. The
data above shows that women in the
movie Mulan refers to patriarchal
relations in the state. The emperor
shows that women do not deserve a
place in the country, even let a woman
to use a chi. The impacts women were
not only calls as witches but the
emperor also decide to attack and
defeat her. This data is valid to prove
the theory of Sylvia Walby in patriarchal
relations in state, where women are
consider unfit to have more power.
BoriKhan : “Good, We will crush every
garrison until the Imperial
Army is on its knees. And
then... the Imperial City will
be laid bare. The emperor
will be mine to kill. You have
proved useful, witch.
Xian Lang : “Not witch, Warrior. I could
tear you to pieces before
you blink”
Bori Khan : “But you won't. Remember
what you want... a place
where your powers will not
be vilified. A place where
you are accepted for who
you are, You won't get what
you want without me.
When I found you on a
desert steppe, wandering
alone... you were exiled. A
scorned dog. When I sit on
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the throne, that dog will
have a home”
(00:12:04 – 00:13:24)
From the data above, women is not
recognizes and not accepts in the state.
Bori khan who is tries to attack imperial
city denigrates Xian Lang who wants to
help him, he threatens and says that
there is no other place for woman to be
recognize in the state except to be in
the near of Bori Khan, who promises her
recognition if he can take imperial city.
Hua Zhou :“My sword. My armor! It's
gone!”
Hua Li
:“Who would do such a
thing? The
conscription
scroll”
Hua Zhou :“It was Mulan”
Hua Li
:“You must stop her, The
Northern Invaders will kill
her!”
Hua Zhou :“If I expose her lie, our own
people will kill her”
Hua Zhou :“Ancestors,
honored
phoenix...ancestral guardian,
I beseech you... watch over
my daughter, Mulan. She
has made a terrible mistake.
I taught her too late to know
her place. indulged her.”
(00:26:06 – 00:27:29)
If a woman violates any existing rules,
the woman will run a very big risk if she
is caught breaks the rules. In the movie
Mulan, Mulan herself takes a very big
risk because she runs away and
disguises herself as a man to join the
team army. From the data above it can
be understand that there is no place for
woman to join or to follow imperial
army because it is not the range of
women. It can be seen woman have no
place in the state.
Bori Khan : “I welcome the leaders of
the 12 Rouran tribes... as we
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approach the final victory. Soon
the Imperial City will be ours”
Rourans Army 1 : “But we're relying on
a witch”
Rourans Army 2 : “Yes, a witch”
Rourans Army 3 : “A witch cannot be
trusted!”
Bori Khan : “Hush! Enough! Make no
mistake... the witch serves me
and therefore, all of us. She
knows who her master is.
Consider our future. This, my
friends... is just a small taste of
what is to come will give you
blood. Sharpen your swords.
Our time has come”
Xian Liang : “Now I know. I serve you. I
am the slave
and you would do well to remember it”
Bori Khan : “Over there, witch. The
next garrison,
Destroy it”
(00:43:54 – 00:45-35)
The data above is the response of a
group of antagonists before they will
attack imperial city. The data again
shows their distrust for woman from
the rourans group, and women are not
recognizes and consider as witches.
According to the theory of Sylvia Walby,
patriarchal relations in the state is
identical to the Movie of Mulan, which
shows that women cannot take part in
state affairs, be it politics, or strategies.
Xian Ling : “You can never go home.
Your disgrace is worse than
death. I understand, I was a girl
like you when people turned
on me. You don't think I longed
for a noble path? I've lived a
life of exile. No country, no
village, no family. We are the
same”
Hua Mulan : “We're not”
Xian Ling : “We are. The more power I
showed, the more I was
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crushed. Just like you. You
saved them today and still they
turned on you. You are just at
the beginning of your power.
(01:14:16 – 01:16:09)
The data above is Xian Lang and Mulan's
conversation when Mulan back home
from the regimen with shame. From the
conversation, Xian Lang invites Mulan to
join her so that they can unite their
forces and take a place where they can
make a unite so they can accept as they
are.
Male Violence
According to the theory of Sylvia Walby,
patriarchal practices are also relates to
male violence. Men use violence as a
form of power over women. With
violence, not a few women feel oppress
and suffer from mental disorders. From
Movie Mulan, there are some data
show the forms of male harassment
against women:

Bori Khan : “You have proved useful,
witch”
Xian Lang : “Not witch, Warrior. I could
tear you to pieces before you
blink”
Bori Khan
:
“But
you
won't.
Remember what you want... a place
where your powers will not be vilified. A
place where you are accepted for who
you are, You won't get what you want
without me. When I found you on a
desert steppe, wandering alone... you
were exiled. A scorned dog. When I sit
on the throne, that dog will have a
home”
(00:12:26 – 00:13:13)
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Patriarchal Relation in Culture
Patriarchal relationship in culture refers
to the difference between discourses of
femininity and masculinity. From the
movie of Mulan, almost all of the data
refers to the situation of culture:
Hua Zhou
: “There have been many
tales, about great warriors,
Mulan. But the ancestors this
one is mine. Here she is, the
young shoots, all the green..
Unaware of the blade. If you
have such a daughter, her chi,
the boundless energy of life
itself, speaking through her
every motion. Could you tell
her that only a son could wield
chi? That a daughter will risk
shame,
dishonor,
exiled.
Ancestors, I
could not”
(00:00:39 – 00:01:25)
The text above begins the movie, where
Hua Zhou as the Mulan father tells
about the character of Mulan who
different from other women. In the
Mulan movie, only boys can learn and
use chi, while girls in the Mulan movie
can only bring honor to their families
through marriage.
According to the theory of Walby, it is
refers to patriarchy relation in culture,
where the culture of Chine hold the
principle about woman who only born
to get married, and if Mulan continue
her ability, she will be exiles, get shame
and dishonor.
Hua Zhou : “This way, That's the last
one. Gently.
Mulan! Forget the chicken!It will come
back!”
Mulan : “No!”
Hua Li : “Tell me your sister is not the
cause of this”Mulan! Take
control of yourself!”
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Hua Zhou : “Mulan! Listen very carefully
… No!”
Hua Xiu : “Mulan, what happened when
you fell off the roof? It was like
you were a bird” (00:01:51 –
00:03:34)
The data above tells about a woman
must have a feminine attitude, calm and
elegant. But this is in contrast to Mulan.
From the data above, Mulan's mother is
worries about Mulan, and tells Mulan to
control herself.
Hua Li : “It is because I'm trying to
protect Mulan that I say this”
Hua Zhou : “Mulan is young, She is still
learning how to control herself”
Hua Li : “You make excuses for her. You
forget, Mulan is a daughter, not a son.
A daughter brings honor through
marriage” (00:03:49 – 00:04:06)
The data above reflects the culture itself
that a girl brings respect to her family
with marriage. From the data above,
also shows that male satisfaction is the
priority if a woman marry a man. In
patriarchy, women are only as servants
who must be able to take care of and
fulfill the needs and desires of their
husbands in all things.
Hua Zhou : “Any man would be
fortunate to marry either of
our
daughters,
Including
Mulan”
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Hua Li

: “I ask you, what man will
want to marry a girl who flits
around rooftops, chasing
chickens? Xiu gives me no
trouble, The matchmaker will
find a good husband for her …
It is Mulan I worry about.
They'll call her a witch. It's
time you talked to her”
(00:04:06 – 00:04:38)

The data above, is an expression from
Mulan's mother, worries about Mulan if
she does not grows up to be the expect
daughter, because women have a
nature to marry and serve their
husbands with grace, while Mulan, since
childhood she has a brave and active
attitude.
But the data above shows a culture, in
the Mulan movie everyone gets married
through arranges of matchmaker. In the
village there is a matchmaker who finds
a mate for a woman who is eligible for
marriage. This is certainly very unfair to
women, but because it is a way to bring
honor to the family every woman must
be willing to marry.
Hua Li : “We have excellent news. The
matchmaker has found you an
auspicious match”
Hua Zhou : “Yes, Mulan, it is decided
… Come and sit down. It is
what is best for our family”
Mulan : “Yes, It is best. I will bring
honor to us all” (00:15:07 –
00:14:52)
The data above proves their culture in
marriage
must go
through a
matchmaker, if the mate has approve
by her family, then a woman's father
will makes the decision to give his child
to be marry with a mate. Mulan herself
do not really want the marriage, but
because it is something she cannot
avoid, Mulan has to follow their culture,
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which is the nature of a woman to get
married.
Matchmaker : “Quiet,
Composed,
Graceful,
Elegant, Poised,
Polite, These are the qualities
… we see in a good wife. These
are the qualities...we see in
Mulan. When a wife serves her
husband...she must be silent,
She must be... invisible, She
must be... Is something
wrong?”
Hua Mulan : “No, Madam Matchmaker.
Thank you”
(00:16:29 – 00:17:27)

believes that woman bring honor to
family through marriage, the situation
makes Mulan unable to explore who
she is. Besides that, Mulan has a desire
to protect her family, especially her
father, who can no longer fight.
Mulan Struggle To Prove Her Self
After Mulan is attacks by a witch who
knows her identity and says that her lies
will cover her powers. Mulan decides to
dare to be who she is. Mulan finally
decides to admit herself even though
she knows it puts her in great danger.
Mulan will be sent home with
embarrass, dishonor and exile.

Mulan’s Struggle Under Patriarchal
System

Commander Tung : “Have you seen Hua
Jun? Hua Jun?”
Hua Mulan : “I'm Hua Mulan. Forgive
me” Criket : “He's a girl?”
Commander Tung : “You are an
imposter. You've betrayed the
regiment. You've brought disgrace to
the Hua family”
Hua Mulan : “Commander...”
Commander Tung : “Your deceit is my
shame”
Sergeant Qiang :“Commander, what
is
the
punishment
assigned to this imposter?”
Commander Tung : “Expulsion
Hua Mulan
: “I would rather be
executed. From this
moment forward, you are expelled from
the emperor's Imperial Army”
Commander Tung
: “If you
show your face again... your
wish to be executed will be
granted”(01:11:36 – 01:13:32)

According to the problem number two,
the writer answer the problem about
how Mulan’s struggle under patriarchy
system by observe the responses of a
woman, Mulan experiences the practice
of patriarchy in her country who

The data above prove that when Mulan
reveal her real identity, the commander
and other army troops were very
surprises to knows and see Hua Jun is a
woman names Hua Mulan. Mulan's
struggle to reveal her true identity is

The data above shows how the attitude
of women should be. In a society
adheres to patriarchy, women find
difficulties to express themselves,
because they have to follow the
standards set for a woman, especially
when she is get married.
Matchmaker : “It's ideal for the
teapot... to remain in the
center of the table”
Hua Mulan : “Yes, I understand. But I
think the teapot should remain
where it is”
Matchmaker : “Move the teapot. Girl!
Dishonor to the Hua
family. They have failed to raise a good
daughter
(00:17:29 – 00:17:48)
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very hard and Mulan expelled with
exile,
dishonor
and
shame.
Mulan'sintention to show her true
identity is to know that even though she
is a woman, she is capable and worthy
to become a soldier in the imperial
army.

to join Bori Khan and told Bori Khan's
evil plans. The witch knows Mulan's
struggles and she is still start her first
step but she is rejected. The witch
invites Mulan to join her, but Mulan
refuses to join and keeps fighting to
save her country.

Xian Lang
: “You can never go
home. Your disgrace is worse
than death. I understand. I was
a girl like you when people
turned on me. You don't think I
longed for a noble path? I've
lived a life of exile. No country,
no village, no family. We are
the same”
Hua Mulan
: “We're not”
Xian Ling : “We are. The more power I
showed, the more I was
crushed. Just like you. You
saved them today and still they
turned on you. You are just at
the beginning of your power.
Merge your path with mine.
We will be stronger together”
Hua Mulan : “You follow a coward. A
leader who runs from battle”
Xian Lang : “Böri Khan did not run from
battle. That coward will take the
Imperial City... and your
emperor will fall”
Hua Mulan
: “That can't happen”
Xian Lang : “But it happens even now.
Join me, We will take our place
together”
Hua Mulan
: “I know my place. And
it is my duty... to fight for the
kingdom and protect the
emperor”

Hua Mulan : “Commander Tung!”
Sergeant Qiang : “What is the meaning
of this?”
Hua Mulan : “Commander Tung, we
must ride to the emperor. His
life is in danger”
Commander Tung : “The emperor's life
has never been safer”
Hua Mulan : “That's what Böri Khan
wants you to believe.
Please, you have to listen to me”
Commander Tung : “Sergeant,
hand me my sword”
Hua Mulan : “Kill me if you must. But
first, listen. The garrison
attacks were just a distraction.
Khan has our army focused on
the Silk Road... so he can sneak
into the Imperial City and kill
the emperor. Böri Khan is
already far ahead. The Imperial
Army can't stop him now. But
perhaps a small, well-trained
force could. When employed
correctly... four ounces can
move 1,000 pounds”
Commander Tung : “Only a foolish man
listens to someone whose very
existence is a lie”
Chen Honghui : “You would believe
Hua Jun. Why do you not
believe Hua Mulan? She risked
everything by revealing her
true identity. She's braver than
any man here. And she's the
best warrior amongst us. I
believe Hua Mulan”
Criket : “I believe Hua Mulan”
Ling
: “I believe Hua Mulan”
Po
: “I believe Hua Mulan”

(01:14:16 – 01:16:27)
After expelled from the imperial army,
Mulan feels very sad and breaks. a
witch came back to meet her and tell
her that she is also a woman who wants
a noble path, but she is always reject
and not consider. A witch make decided
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Yao
: “I believe Hua Mulan”
Commander Tung : “Hua Mulan... your
actions have brought disgrace
and
dishonor
to
this
regiment...to this kingdom and
to your own family. But your
loyalty and bravery are without
question. You will lead us as we
ride to the Imperial City. Ready
the horses”
(01:16:58 – 01:19:07)
After know the truth from a witch,
Mulan returns to the regiment and
wants to tell commander the truth.
Mulan has a mentality that is willing to
sacrifice for their land and the emperor.
Regardless of the risk of his identity,
Mulan is willing to die as long as they
listen to Mulan about Bori Khan's evil
plans. Because of Mulan's bravery and
her loyalty, Mulan is finally get trust and
accept back to lead their journey to
protect the emperor, Mulan continues
to fight to save the emperor, but her
struggle for her identity is not in vain
because of her courage, loyalty and her
truth.
5.1 CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Conclusion
In previous chapter, the writer answers
two problems through data analysis
from the movie script of Disney Mulan.
The first problem, Author uses Sylvia
Walby's theory about patriarchy
relations to determine patriarchal
practice in the movie text of Disney
Mulan. From the data analysis, the
Movie Text of Disney Mulan reflects
four of the six patriarchy theories
propose by Sylvia Walby. From the data,
Mulan movie is a film contains
patriarchal practice in: first is
patriarchal relation in household.
Second, patriarchal relations in the
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state also reflect in the Movie of Disney
Mulan. The movie also reflects Male
violence, where man uses their power
to demean women and women's selfesteem. Lastly, culture also greatly
influences patriarchy.
In problem number two, the exist of
patriarchal system makes women find
the difficulties to achieve their desires.
The author analyzes Mulan who is the
main character in the movie Mulan,
experiences problems who makes her
struggles with her female identity. The
way Mulan's struggle save herself is by
hide her true identity, but her fakeness
cannot completely save her. Finally,
Mulan struggles to prove herself at
great risk. But her loyalty, brave and
true save her life and her devotion to
family bring her to high acceptance.
Suggestion
Watching movie is a fun and enjoyable.
Movie conducted so many lessons and
interesting aspect that we can
compared to the real world and the real
situation. Many things that we don’t
know we can find on the movie and it
can increase our knowledge. Even, we
can deepen our knowledge from what
we have found in the movie like the
writer want to know more about
patriarchy. The other side, the writer
suggest to learn more about patriarchy
in literary work in order to generate
more specific research about patriarchy
or woman struggle. In analyzing
patriarchy, it is not only does the
patriarchy system in literary works, but
in the real life, there are many practice
that also consider to patriarchy. This
thesis is far from being perfect. Every
suggestion from the readers and
constructive will be appreciated.
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